PRODUCT DATASHEET

Medallion & Skull Squeeze Lights

PIR-2ACS

PIR-2ACS features 2 shapes from Disney’s Pirates of the Caribbean, a movie with special appeal to boys 6 to 11. Small size and a handy keychain attachment make them ideal for hanging from bookbags and backpacks. The easy to use squeeze switch lights the medallion and makes the skull’s eyes glow.

KID-FRIENDLY
• Squeeze switch is easy to use
• Small size fits kids’ hands

ECONOMICAL
• Amber LED never needs replacing
• Long-life battery

HANDY
• Attachment ring easily hangs from keychain or backpack

FUN
• Two designs to choose from
• Colorful 3-D shapes

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light

Product Detail:

Designation: Disney Medallion & Skull Squeeze Lights
Model: PIR-2ACS
Color: Skull, Medallion
Power Source: Two A76 Size Batteries
ANSI/NEDA: 1166A Series
Lamp: Amber LED
Lamp Life: Lifetime
Lamp Output: 6 Lumens
Typical Weight:
Skull - 32.71 grams (1.15 oz)
Medallion - 20.893 grams (0.73 oz.)
(with batteries)
Dimensions (in.):
Skull - 2.10 x 1.38, Medallion - 1.75 x 0.38

Performance:

Run Time
Continuous Drain to End of Useable Light (70°F)

Skull Medallion
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